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Executive Summary 

In this position paper we identify six key global trends that will produce paradigmatic shifts, 

as well as the social and technological changes that will shape the world in 2030. We also 

identify risks, black swans, or strategic surprises that may alter the course of these 

projections.      

 

1. Global trends 

 Geopolitics: We are moving towards a global order with multi-level governance in a 

geopolitical environment that is increasingly complex for business. In 2030, five of 

the ten largest economies will be economies that are currently emerging, and whose 

governments tend to encourage the expansion of state-owned enterprises, sovereign 

wealth funds, and ‘national champions’ against foreign rivals. The influence of Western 

institutions will decrease, and the international actors will increasingly diverge in terms of 

idiosyncrasy and legitimacy. Thus interdependence – as well as fragmentation – will 

grow. It is doubtful that the newcomers will take over the international responsibilities 

assumed by traditional great powers. As non-state actors rise, the panorama described 

above will create more room for the power of denial and deteriorate the global order, 

making coalition-building capacities ever more relevant. 

                                            
** Paper edited by Marie Vandendriessche, ESADEgeo Center for Global Economy and Geopolitics 
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 Global economy: A new economic equilibrium with the Pacific Ocean at the 

centre. A new economic equilibrium will emerge whose axis returns to the Pacific. The 

emerging economies will continue to converge or catch up, but at a slower pace. Europe 

and Japan will see decreased their relative weight in the global economy and could be in 

danger of falling into prolonged stagnation. The trend towards greater regional economic 

cooperation will continue but through structures that are relatively uninstitutionalised.  

 Innovation: Towards a third industrial revolution. A new paradigm of production will 

gradually be consolidated. It will be characterized by the economic pre-eminence of 

cities, the concentration of innovation in hubs, the global competition for talent and global 

production chains. New manufacturing technologies such as robotics and automation, 3-

D printing, the massive use of computing technology, the driverless car, and new 

materials will revolutionise work patterns, increase productivity, and reduce outsourcing. 

However economic conditions increasingly reward talent and innovation and the risk of 

jobless growth will rise.  

 Social structures: Individual empowerment will continue to develop through 

technology and the growing importance of non-state actors, as well as the reduction of 

extreme poverty and improved education. Civil society initiatives will gain influence in the 

international arena. Moreover, the emergence of disruptive technologies may weaken 

states’ monopoly on violence. However, citizens will be more easily monitored and non-

state actors will have greater access to potentially lethal disruptive technologies. 

Therefore, the field of cybersecurity will be key. 

 Demography: A new demographic structure characterised by the emergence of a 

new middle class in emerging markets and the ageing of the West and East Asia. The 

urbanisation process will continue, especially in India and Africa, reaching 60% of the 

world population. Progress toward gender equality will continue over the next two 

decades. 

 Sustainability: Intensification of climate change and growing environmental 

awareness of the emerging middle classes. Without decisive action on a global scale, 

the frequency and severity of extreme weather events such as droughts and floods will 

increase. Increased pressure on resources will heighten competition between states and 

businesses intending to secure supply of resources in the medium and long term.    
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2. 'Black swans’ 

Major events or unexpected concurrences of factors that can change the global geopolitical 

or macroeconomic balance over the next 20 years:  

 Drastic American retreat from the international scene due to a domestic lack of interest 

in international affairs and reduced energy dependence. This would completely 

transform the geopolitical landscape of Asia-Pacific and the Middle East. 

 Collapse of China: would seriously affect exporters of raw materials, make financing 

American debt difficult, and threaten global stability. 

 Breakup of the Eurozone: would trigger a widespread suspension of payments and 

general chaos in the global financial system. The European Single Market would be 

suspended and the credibility of the EU undermined.  

 Massive technological failure: could affect the management systems of essential 

infrastructure and cause plane/train crashes and/or power plant explosions, as well as 

other major disasters.  

 Middle East and North Africa – a 'failed' region: The fragmentation of oil and gas-rich 

states (and transit countries) into states that cannot control their territories and/or the 

emergence of sanctuaries for terrorists with global agendas may lead to large-scale 

conflicts, rising energy prices, geopolitical disorder and global economic turmoil. 
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1. Global trends  

1.1 Geopolitics: A game without a referee  

The relative decline of the West, the process of globalisation, and the emergence of new 

powers is creating a world with several interconnected poles. In the international arena, the 

universal values and capabilities of the old powers are competing with emerging economies 

and their various idiosyncrasies. The process of economic convergence or catching up – 

whose future is not assured – has up to now relied on the tacit support of the emerging 

powers for the current system of global governance. These emerging powers believe that the 

current regime is in their interests, but with regard to free trade, rule of law, or human rights, 

their support is not guaranteed in the future.    

It is unlikely that the current system will be radically questioned, and there are few signs that 

we are heading towards real multilateralism. New forms of interaction will become 

increasingly common in the international arena. Emerging powers are not supportive of a 

truly multilateral international order and it should not be expected that the market economy 

and liberal democracy advance at the same rate as economic development. It is possible 

that state economic intervention expands in the wake of China and the gradualism behind 

the Beijing consensus. 

A non-polar world? 

The main challenges will be essentially transnational (financial crises, tax evasion, organised 

crime, piracy, global warming, pandemics, migration, humanitarian crises, and international 

terrorism) and their management will continue to be in the hands of nation-states. 

International organisations were designed by the West so that the West could manage 

international relations between states, combining the principle of non-interference in internal 

affairs with a critical focus on human rights. The UN itself is the result of this contradiction. Its 

calls for greater accountability and representativeness are still being ignored, and this is 

perpetuating an inefficient model for managing a world order in which the distinction between 

national and international affairs is fading. 
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Index of national power 2010-2030   

 
Source: International Futures Base Scenario 

 

Only effective multilateralism, based on the principles of coordination and cooperation, will 

allow the international community to address the challenges it faces. A global order without 

clear leadership (provided by a nation or set of nations) will be less effective in managing 

global problems – this despite a severe need for global action, due to a very significant 

degree of interdependence. International institutions and global agreements will also become 

less efficient, especially in dealing with day-to-day problems. An example of this trend is that 

negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), or the Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership (TTIP), have a greater chance of success than the WTO’s Doha 

Round. Following events of exceptional importance, such as the 2007 financial crisis or a 

possible breakup of the Eurozone, the international community can still coordinate to offer a 

response, but the tendency in day-to-day affairs is fragmentation, bilateralism, and 

regionalism. 

A diverse global order  

A greater variety of concepts of national and international order will gradually co-exist and 

compete on the global stage. The great powers will remain politically and ideologically 

diverse, with differing ideas of legitimacy and justice. This plurality of institutions, values, and 

cultural traditions will be a major challenge for global governance. Key countries (such as the 

BRICs) differ from traditional Western powers. However, the emerging powers are far from 

homogeneous and diverge significantly in areas such as political systems, rule of law, 

economic diversification, energy dependence and demography.   

Cultural relativism and new versions of nationalism may compete with liberal democracy and 

modern Western values as a reference for some emerging economies. Local and short-term 

interests will gain in importance and politicians and business leaders will be less motivated to 

resolve major global long-term risks. Moreover, while power will continue to spread over an 

increasing number of actors, these actors will not assume global responsibilities at the same 
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pace. It is not a zero-sum game: the newcomers do not spend on global public goods in line 

with their economic weight. By 2030, the gap in the shouldering of responsibilities will have 

narrowed, but it is doubtful that the emerging powers are willing and prepared to truly replace 

the West in providing global public goods such as security, global financial stability, defence 

of international trade, and opposition to nuclear proliferation and climate change.  

Potentially divergent interests and an increasing number of actors will make it more difficult 

to achieve the consensus necessary for reform of multilateral institutions. The instruments of 

governance will tend to be less global, with a greater role for informal structures and ad hoc 

coalitions depending on the nature and scope of the issues being addressed.      

A more complex geopolitical environment for private business 

Geopolitical stability during the second half of the twentieth century enabled an increasing 

liberalisation of trade in the West (and beyond, after the collapse of the Soviet bloc). 

Companies that venture abroad in the next 20 years will find a more heterogeneous 

environment, so that political and geopolitical risks will decisively condition their strategies.   

Market value of state firms as % of GDP 2011  

 

Source: OCDE 

In 2030, five of the ten largest economies will be emerging, with governments that tend to 

intervene in the economy and encourage the expansion of state-owned enterprises (SOEs), 

sovereign wealth funds, and national champions against foreign rivals. Revealingly, a total of 

65 of the 70 Chinese companies in the 2012 Fortune 500 list were SOEs. Legal certainty in 

emerging economies is not comparable to Western economies, and given the strength of 

emerging domestic markets, Western multinationals will be forced to accept strategic 

interference by state authorities. As emerging market companies internationalise, 
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governments in developed countries will be tempted to protect their companies from foreign 

competitors or require reciprocal treatment of investments.  

The ability of states to project power will increasingly rely more on a geo-economic 

component than on the traditional predominance of military power. Competition may suffer, 

as companies aligned with the interests of their states (diplomatic ambitions, energy supply, 

local job creation, infrastructure development, positioning on key routes and nodes, etc.) will 

enjoy an advantage in international market and be able to take greater risks. 

Sovereign funds worldwide in 2013   

2 

The world map of Sovereign Wealth Funds (in $Bn, end 2013)  

21 
Countries 
considering SWF 

10 
New SWFs 
(2010-2012) 

63 
SWFs before  
2010 

~100  

SWF  

created 

Assets managed	

$5.5Tr. 

Source:	ESADEgeo	SWF	Tracker,		2013.		

The	rise	of	Sovereign	Wealth	Funds:	Reaching	100	

ESADEgeo SWF tracker 2013 

 

Decline in the virulence of armed conflict 

Since the end of the Cold War, the number and deadliness of armed conflicts has declined. 

The average duration of internal armed conflicts has gone from 4.6 to 3.7 years, while the 

number of conflicts resolved by negotiations leading to peace settlements has tripled. During 

the next 20 years, the ageing population in developing countries will reinforce this trend, 

especially in Latin America. However, the likelihood of conflict remains high in regions such 

as sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and South and Southeast Asia. As is the case today, 

most conflicts will be intra-state rather than inter-state.   
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Still, internal conflicts have tended to decline – except in sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle 

East. However, by 2030 the absence of effective governance, a greater struggle for 

resources, and easy access to weapons may increase the risk of conflict between states. 

Nationalist conflicts may resurface in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. 

A new and more balanced world will lead to a deglobalisation of risk. As America and Europe 

become more reluctant to intervene outside their regions, local actors will be forced to take 

greater responsibility for resolving conflicts – a task for which they are probably unready. 

When new powers rise and traditional powers decline, the period is often seen as a zero-sum 

game in which the dominant power tends to defend their position of supremacy and so make 

conflict inevitable. Seeing as America will retain global military superiority over the next two 

decades. Exaggerating the ability of new powers and underestimating the EU – and 

especially America – would be a dangerous misconception. It would also be unwise and 

unstrategic to underestimate the potential of cooperation – especially in a globalised 

economy.  

Conflict tendencies on a global scale 1946-2012  

 
Red: interstate conflicts; blue: internal conflicts; yellow: total conflicts   Center for Systemic Peace (CSP) 
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1.2 A new balance in the global economy  

Since the first Industrial Revolution, the West has advanced by exploiting sources of growth 

that are today questioned. Although technological innovation has not slowed, the ICT 

technologies, robotisation or 3-D printing use human capital much less intensively and their 

impacts are incomparable to the introduction of the steam engine, electricity, sanitation, or 

containerisation. The scope for improvement in education is reduced. While urbanisation 

used to go hand in hand with increased productivity, there is little scope left in this regard in 

developed economies.   

In the West, the retirement of the baby boomers is threatening the sustainability of the 

welfare state and encourages savings to the detriment of investment. The opportunities for 

increasing the labour force are not spectacular, as women already represent around 50% of 

the labour force in most countries (except Italy and Japan).The generalisation of consumer 

credit, mortgages, and complex financial innovations are not an option for generating long-

term growth because they encourage excessive debt and tend to create bubbles – as shown 

in the last global financial crisis. Consequently, these processes will be difficult to repeat in 

the short term. During the next two decades, it will be the emerging economies that harvest 

the low-hanging fruit, although the rate of progress will be slower than in the previous two 

decades.  

The Pacific returns 

In 2030 China will be the leading economic power and India the most populous country on 

earth. These factors will help the Asia Pacific region regain the central position it enjoyed in 

the world economy until 1820. The emerging economies (which will no longer be called as 

such) will strengthen their political influence through economic growth and a new role as 

creditors, which affect the currency market and encourage South-South trade to be 

increasingly conducted in local currencies. Emerging nations will cease being major sources 

of raw materials and cheap labour and become consolidated as major markets and 

generators of innovation. Nevertheless, their growth will be more moderate, meaning their 

role as the locomotives of global growth will be less marked than in the past decade.  

Over the next few years eastern Chinese industrial wages will continue rising, causing 

manufacturing production to shift into Central China (‘Foxconn effect’) or to other countries. 

India, meanwhile, is in a unique position to receive part of the investment in labour-intensive 

manufacturing which now goes to China. This will require New Delhi to put in order the 

complex Indian business environment and improve its poor infrastructure. 
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China now has more Internet users than America, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Spain, 

Canada, and Australia combined. In the collective consciousness, the Pacific will be 

consolidated as the economic centre of the world (mare nostrum), a phenomenon already 

noticeable in initiatives such as APEC, the Pacific Alliance, ASEAN+3, the East Asia Summit, 

and the negotiations for the TPP trade agreement. Globalisation no longer needs a western 

anchor: China has overtaken the EU and America as Africa’s main trading partner. As we 

near 2030, we will see South-South trade increase. 

GDP per capita 1-2030 (dollars – Geary-Khamis 1990) 

 
1 1000 1500 1820 1950 1973 2006 2030 

Western Europe 576 427 772 1202 4578 11417 20332 31389 

USA 400 400 400 1257 9561 16689 31049 45774 

Canada, Australia, 
and New Zealand 

400 400 400 761 7424 13399 24168 36025 

West 569 426 754 1202 6304 13392 25399 39065 

China 450 466 600 600 448 838 6048 15763 

India 450 450 550 533 619 853 2637 7089 

Japan 400 425 500 669 1921 11434 22471 30072 

Rest of Asia 421 520 656 578 924 2046 4855 8292 

Latin America 400 400 416 691 2503 4513 6485 8648 

East Europe & Post-
Soviet nations 

406 400 498 686 2602 5731 7023 11214 

Africa 472 428 416 421 890 1410 1710 2027 

Non-western total 453 457 537 581 1127 2379 4910 8845 

World 467 453 567 667 2111 4091 7285 11814 

Inter-regional 
difference 

1:04:01 1:03:01 1:09:01 3:01 21:03 19:09:01 18:02:01 22:06:01 

West-rest difference 1:03:01 0:09:01 1:04:01 2:01:01 5:06:01 5:06:01 5:02:01 4:04:01 

Maddison A. 

 

Europe and Japan in the slow lane 

Low growth rates could become normal for many Western economies. It is not unreasonable 

to predict a three-speed global economy in which Europe and Japan lose dynamism and 

growth potential, while America and the emerging economies push ahead. Unless decisive 

action is taken, the combination of weak demand, high debt, an ageing population, an 

expected slowdown in productivity growth, and lower consumption will lead to the dreaded 

‘secular stagnation’. Western states will be forced to save, find new revenues, and boost 

structural reforms. America is the exception, given its more youthful population, market size, 

integration capability, energy revolution, and ability to innovate and abandon old industries. 

According to Gallup, 14 of the 15 countries that are most optimistic about the possibilities of 
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improving their quality of life are African. Americans and the Japanese are far more 

pessimistic, while Europeans hold the top four places in the global pessimism ranking.  

On another level, the crisis of the welfare state and budget problems are deterring EU 

governments from engaging in the international arena, and the result is military spending 

cuts, reduced development aid, and a decrease in funding contributions to multilateral 

organisations. The consequent loss of military power and (to a lesser extent) soft power will 

call into question the dominance of Western universal values.  

Percentage of global GDP in 2011 and 2030 (PPP, 2005)  

 
(PPP: purchasing power parity)              Long Term Growth Scenarios, OCDE 

 

Limited global financial governance 

Economic interdependence generates volatility and may cause local crises to escalate into 

fast-spreading systemic crises. Despite increased regulation, the relevant actors have failed 

to construct an effective and systemic mechanism for resolving crises. In some ways, the 

imbalances have worsened. Systemic institutions are larger, the shadow banking system 

produces more risks, inequality is growing rapidly, investor decisions depend on central bank 

initiatives, the new emerging middle classes have experienced their own credit booms, and 

governments continue to fund operations of dubious profitability. Regulators are still one step 

behind financial innovations and have yet to build firewalls against the spread of global 

financial risks. International competition and new technologies undermine national 

governments’ ability to collect taxes from businesses operating in several countries. With its 

goal of maintaining advanced welfare systems, fiscal policy instead focuses on non-mobile 

assets such as human capital and consumption.   

Unless several unlikely international agreements are signed in the near future, these 

tendencies will intensify in the coming years, generating serious difficulties for the fiscal 
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policies of states that want to maintain advanced welfare systems. Many of the lessons of the 

recent financial crisis have not been applied and the global financial system remains 

vulnerable. The resilience of the global financial system in 2030 will depend on financial 

cooperation.  

Towards a market-driven regionalism  

The rise of regional trade may lead to private sector-led informal integration, which could be 

later consolidated by states in the shape of open regionalism. This shift towards regionalism 

can also be driven by the need to increase the size of domestic markets, or a shared fear of 

the emergence of a threatening regional leader. Governance at the regional level may 

relegate to a peripheral position the global multilateral bodies, which lack effectiveness, 

either through general or ad hoc organisations. The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), and the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Agreement (TTIP) are examples of this trend in bilateral and regional trade. In the 

coming years, trade cooperation processes will become less institutionalised – as opposed to 

Europe’s integration route –this is already beginning to happen in Southeast Asia. 
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1.3 Innovation: Towards a third industrial revolution 

Over the next 20 years we will see an evolution in the post-industrial growth model, brought 

about by technological progress, in which value creation will increasingly rely on innovation 

and talent management. This new production model will have wide economic, social, and 

political implications, as well as having consequences for corporate management. From the 

political point of view, both the geographic and social concentration of wealth will test the 

resilience of democratic systems and the redistributive capacity of the welfare state in 

Europe. 

Innovation hubs and a global market for talent  

Economic conditions increasingly reward talent and innovation, and these qualities will 

concentrate in hubs – spaces of interconnection where companies and highly skilled workers 

compete and collaborate at the same time. These hubs will attract creativity and capture 

most of the economic growth, acting as a catalyst for development. At the industrial level, 

these hubs – with their respective hinterlands – will be mainly located in urban areas with 

large markets. However, disruptive innovation with a high technological content may develop 

in countries such as Israel, Singapore, Sweden and Finland. Developing innovation hubs will 

be crucial and this will encourage the development of public policies to attract and retain 

talent. Starting companies will be made easier and administrative procedures (or lack 

thereof) and fiscal incentives will help determine the residence of professionals and new 

businesses. A parallel market for cultural, gastronomic, and sporting services will grow to 

satisfy the needs of the innovative class.  

Since 2010 in Europe, more people are retiring each year than joining the workforce. In 

extreme cases, such as Japan and Italy, there is a significant gap between the skills sought 

by employers and the training received by new candidates. The shortage of talent to fill 

certain positions is already perceptible. In the EU, the gap between retirees and new workers 

will exceed eight million people in 2030, which could deepen the problem. Russia, Korea, 

Canada and China will face similar problems. The struggle to attract talent will intensify. The 

trend towards greater mobility of highly skilled workers will accelerate the interaction and 

interdependence of cultures. Moreover, this phenomenon may affect social structures, as 

solidarity tends to fade as homogeneity and cohesion diminish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jobless growth? 

New manufacturing technologies such as robotics, automation, 3-D printing, the massive use 

of computing technology, the autonomous car, and new materials will revolutionise work 

patterns, increase productivity, and reduce outsourcing. If the spread of these technologies 
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has a deeper impact than previous periods of technological change, then the demand for 

semi-skilled workers could slow significantly – exacerbating wage inequality and greatly 

increasing unemployment.  

Increasing numbers of analysts believe that automation and mechanisation of production 

processes is the main factor that threatens to consolidate intractable structural 

unemployment. In The Future of Employment, Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne 

claim that 47% of American jobs are at high risk of being automated or outsourced over the 

next 20 years, especially in manufacturing processes and production, but also in transport 

logistics, and administrative support. Other sectors will be affected, such as construction – 

where the generalisation of prefabrication and additive manufacturing technologies may be 

critical. Another development which could potentially transform economic sectors and 

substantially reduce employment opportunities are bots: programs currently used by hackers 

and financial market operators to run automated tasks on the Internet. 

Economic impact of the generalisation of the Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) 

 10% 50% 90% 

Crash cost savings from AVs 
 

  

Lives Saved (per year) 1,100 9,600 21,700 

Fewer Crashes 211,000 1,880,000 4,220,000 

Economic Cost Savings $5.5 B $48.8 B $109.7 B 

Comprehensive Cost Savings $17.7 B $158.1 B $355.4 B 

Economic Cost Savings per AV $430 $770 $960 

Comprehensive Cost Savings per AV $1,390 $2,480 $3,100 

Congestion Benefits 
 

  

Travel Time Savings (M Hours) 756 1680 2772 

Fuel Savings (M Gallons) 102 224 724 

Total Savings $16.8 B $37.4 B $63.0 B 

Savings per AV $1,320 $590 $550 

Other AV Impacts 
 

  

Parking Savings $3.2 $15.9 $28.7 

Savings per AV $250 $250 $250 

Vehicle Miles Travelled Increase 2.0% 7.5% 9.0% 

Change in Total # Vehicles (-)4.7% (-)23.7% (-)42.6% 

Annual Savings: Economic Costs Only $25.5 B $102.2 B $201.4 B 

Annual Savings: Comprehensive Costs Only $37.7 B $211.5 B $447.1 B 

Annual Savings Per AV: Economic Costs Only $2,000 $1,610 $1,670 

Annual Savings Per AV: Comprehensive Costs $2,960 $3,320 $3,900 

Net Present Value of AV Benefits minus 

added Purchase Price: Economic Costs Only 
$5,210 $7,250 $10,390 

Net Present Value of AV Benefits minus 

added Purchase Price: Comprehensive Costs $12,510 $20,250 $26,660 

Daniel J. Fagnant & Kara Kockelman, 2012, “Preparing a nation for autonomous vehicles: opportunities, barriers 
and policy recommendations for capitalizing on self-driven vehicles” 
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There is no consensus on whether automation will inevitably lead to a structural mismatch in 

employment. Although Luddite arguments based on the ‘lump of labour fallacy’ are 

unjustified, is it is possible that a significant subset of workers will suffer degradation in the 

quality of employment and lower salaries. It seems clear that robotics will lead to 

standardised protocols and that companies will be forced to reorganise their staff to 

systematise all processes to the maximum. This development will reduce the employment 

opportunities for workers in these sectors. 

'The Winner Takes It All’: a new production paradigm 

Technological progress and globalization enlarge the size of the potential market that can be 

served by a single firm. Moreover, the network effect facilitates the cannibalization of the rest 

of consumers: the more consumers use a service, the more valuable that service is to each 

consumer. Globally, there is only room for a few leaders and truly specialized smaller 

players. The space in the middle of the market is narrowing progressively and the first mover 

advantage is thus becoming more relevant than in the past. An increasing number of global 

markets are winner-takes-all markets. A shrinking number of players are taking most of the 

revenue while the rest struggle to survive. Business opportunities will focus on hyper 

specialisation or economies of scale. From 2008 to 2012, the value of the 100 largest 

companies by market capitalization increased by 45% (to $14.32 trillion).  

Countries whose business networks are overarchingly composed of small and 

unsophisticated firms will have trouble competing. It is likely that governments will begin to 

focus on policy measures in order to stimulate growth in the size of enterprises instead of 

supporting smaller firms. There will be opportunities for small technology-based companies 

specialising in services provided to large firms, and for very specific niches following the 

model of the long tail. Long tail refers to the business model described by Chris Anderson, 

which is based on the accumulation of small levels of sales for many products in niche 

markets versus the traditional strategy of focusing efforts on a few successful products. The 

falling costs of production, distribution, and storage due to technological progress can make 

many small niche markets the equivalent of mass markets. Smaller firms can also take 

advantage of the comparative advantages through their ability to meet local partners and 

consumers. Moreover, the acceleration of technological development will make it 

increasingly difficult for a company to remain a leader for an extended period of time.   
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Change in real income between 1988 and 2008 
for various percentiles of the world 
distribution of income (in 2005 dollars) 

 

Milanovic, B. / World Bank, 2012 

Real per capita income for the 2nd income 
decile in America and 8th decile of urban 
income in China between 1988 and 2011 

 

Milanovic, B. / World Bank, 2012 

Rising inequality 

The last 20 years have brought about the largest income transfer since the Industrial 

Revolution. The new middle classes, especially in China and India, have benefitted the most 

from globalisation. The other big winners have been the richest 2% on the planet: those 

billionaires in the US, UK, Japan, France, Germany, and in emerging nations such as 

Russia, China, Brazil and South Africa who account for half of global wealth. Meanwhile, the 

big loser has been the middle class in 

developed countries (especially in the 

former communist countries), whose 

income and job prospects have 

stalled. Since the 1980s, the 

percentage of national income from 

salaries in developed countries has 

been diminishing; it now stands at 

record lows. Competition from 

emerging markets exports and 

technological development are the 

two main causes. The downward 

trend will continue in the coming 

years and productivity gains will not be converted into wage increases for low skilled jobs. 

Inequality will continue to rise both in America and Europe; and the crisis of the welfare state, 

rising debt, and ageing will highlight the redistributive role of the state – and so social 

conflicts could grow. 

The current development of many emerging 

economies is very different from that 

experienced by Japan, South Korea, or 

Taiwan, which grew their overall GDP while 

simultaneously improving their Gini 

coefficients. Urbanisation and industrialisation 

have led to growing imbalances that cause 

discontent, yet these imbalances are often 

assumed to be the price to be paid for 

development. Asia’s nascent welfare states 

will gradually develop, but remain well below 

the European level, while welfare states in Latin America will remain the subject of political 

debate. 
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1.4 Social structure: Empowerment of the individual 

Since the end of World War II, progress in education, technology and health, together with 

the strong advance of the middle class, a significant reduction in extreme poverty, and 

improved access to the labour market for women and minorities have empowered the 

individual. At the same time, although with some exceptions, the value that people attribute 

to individual freedoms has increased around the world.    

In developed societies, post-materialist values have been displacing traditional values. 

Freedom of choice, free expression, self-realisation, and social participation have all been 

exalted – while the concept of authority has gone into decline. Crucial decisions such as 

leaving the parental home, starting a family, and childbearing have all been delayed – while 

the period in education has become longer and longer. Attitudes have relaxed regarding 

moral and religious issues, leading to a growing disparity of lifestyles and concepts of family 

life, as evidenced by the increase in single and divorced people, single parents, and gay 

couples.  

A new middle class 

During the next two decades, the emerging world will undergo a process similar to that 

experienced by Latin America over the past decade, in which the percentage of Latin 

Americans living in poverty was reduced from 48% to 29%, and the middle class increased in 

size by 50% (from 103 million to 152 million people). The purchasing power of the newly 

emerging middle class will double, its credit rating will probably consolidate, but incomes will 

remain far below their European, American or Japanese counterparts.   

In 2020, a billion members of this new middle class will live in China and India, and they will 

require products and services tailored to their cultural preferences. This will accentuate the 

need for multinationals to have local workers, especially in marketing. However, this will not 

be a middle class with the purchasing power of the Western middle class, but something 

closer to the Brazilian concept of the ‘C-class’, a lower middle class. In turn, the Western 

middle classes, especially the middle-middle and lower-middle, may suffer a loss in income 

and employability, leading to a phenomenon of downgrading that may generate social 

instability. 
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Total consumption by the middle class by region, 2009-2030 
(Purchasing power parity billion dollars 2005 and global share) 

 
2009 2020 2030 

North America 5602 26% 5863 17% 5837 10% 

Europe 8138 38% 10301 29% 11337 20% 

Central and South 
America 

1534 7% 2315 7% 3117 6% 

Asia-Pacific 4952 23% 14798 42% 32596 59% 

Sub-Saharan Africa 256 1% 448 1% 827 1% 

North Africa and 
Middle East  

796 4% 1321 4% 1966 4% 

World 21278 100% 35045 100% 55680 100% 

 
 

Total consumption by the middle class by nation, 2009-2030 
(Purchasing power parity billion dollars 2005 and global share) 

 2009 2020 2030 

1 USA 4377 21% China 4468 13% India 12777 23% 

2 Japan 1800 8% USA 4270 12% China 9985 18% 

3 Germany 1219 6% India 3733 11% USA 3969 7% 

4 France 927 4% Japan 2203 6% Indonesia 2474 4% 

5 UK 889 4% Germany 1361 4% Japan 2286 4% 

6 Russia 870 4% Russia 1189 3% Russia 1448 3% 

7 China 859 4% France 1077 3% Germany 1335 2% 

8 Italy 740 3% Indonesia 1020 3% Mexico 1239 2% 

9 Mexico 715 3% Mexico 992 3% Brazil 1225 2% 

10 Brazil 623 3% UK 976 3% France 1119 2% 

The New Global Middle Class: a Cross-Over from West to East, Homi Kharas and Geoffrey Gertz Wolfensohn, 
2010. Center for Development at Brookings  

 

The beginning of the end of illiteracy and extreme poverty 

A year before the expiration of the period set to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, 

many of them have not been fully met, although the gains have been much more positive 

than expected – especially in infant mortality, extreme poverty, and universal primary 

education. According to the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization, 17% fewer people are 

chronically hungry than in 1990. In the coming decades, the global rate of extreme poverty 

will fall 17 points to 5.4%. Illiteracy has fallen to 20% worldwide and will continue to fall, 

especially in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.  
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Data traffic via smartphone by region  
from 2011 to 2018   

Internet Trends 2013, KPCB 

 

 

Change in poverty 1990-2030 

 

Brookings. Chandy, Ledlie, Penciakova (2013).  
The Final Countdown: Prospects for Ending Extreme Poverty by 2030 

 

Technology will empower new actors 

Although the digital divide will not disappear it will be significantly reduced. In 2030, 55% of 

the world population will have a high school education and 60% will connect to Internet on 

their mobile phones. Digital and physical worlds will converge due to the pervasiveness of 

displays and recording equipment. The increasing number of databases, the growth of cloud 

services, and greater accuracy in data mining will provide individuals, companies, and 

governments with more accurate knowledge 

in real-time about the surrounding world, 

boosting their efficiency.   

Information will radically transform business 

and government structures. The ability, for 

example, to monitor and measure workers’ 

productivity will improve and the preferences 

of potential customers will be better 

understood – this will make investment more 

secure. Most data will not be produced by 

humans, but by machines connected together 

via data networks that form an Internet of 
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Things. As a result, it will be much easier to predict demand and so match supply. Predictive 

models of human behaviour will be developed with commercial applications in health, 

policing, and intelligence that will be key in areas such as urban planning, energy 

management, transport infrastructure, and financial services and insurance.   

The estimated cost savings generated by data management for governments and companies 

vary considerably but are substantial. Moreover, Open Data is gradually becoming 

generalised. Governments will publish increasingly large amounts of data in accessible 

formats that can be used by companies and individuals to generate new applications, 

products, and services that facilitate citizen participation in political and social activities. The 

European Commission estimates the economic potential to be some €40 billion. Meanwhile, 

in the field of education, Big Data analysis and advances in cognitive technologies will 

produce personalised learning experiences in the classroom that will attract the interest of 

students and help identify those requiring extra attention. Educational plans will emphasise 

the ability to relate and think rather than simple learning by rote. Computing developments 

will accelerate the trend toward increased telecommuting and distance education. An area of 

special interest is the potential of MOOCs (massive open online courses) which, despite their 

current lack of success, could markedly increase access to quality education.  

The great innovations in biotechnology, nanotechnology, and robotics will be transformed 

into applications in education, health, energy, and the environment that are difficult to 

imagine today. New materials and technologies will shrink the size of products, as well as 

giving them new features. High density polymers, graphene, and other two-dimensional 

materials will facilitate technological integration in all areas of life (including embedded 

technologies). The unanswered question is to what degree biotechnologies will succeed in 

improving our control of materials, and whether this will cause a major fall in product prices 

and significant improvements in quality of life.  

 

The dark side of cyber optimism  

Developments in computer technology pose ethical dilemmas and paradoxes. Individuals 

can manage their futures more freely but are more controlled. The increase in data available 

on the Internet, along with the exponential reduction in the cost of storage and increasing 

efficiency of the physical network, encourages companies and governments to collect, 

analyse, and correlate enormous amounts of private information. The tendency to accept a 

privacy waiver in favour of greater openness, transparency, and usefulness of online 

services seems irreversible. As the number of digital natives increases, the process is less 

likely to be reversed.  
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Will governments in nations such as China, Iran, and Belarus continue to be able to limit the 

flow of information on the Internet within their borders? Can social movements achieve open 

societies through networking alone, without support from the media and the traditional 

repertoire of protest? There is no certainty that the Internet will remain global: it may become 

balkanised, with a cloud computing system for each bloc. Undoubtedly, the digital world will 

continue to grow, although the transition to a fully digital model on a truly global scale will 

take longer than expected.   

 

Decentralisation of power  

During the next 20 years, power will move horizontally (from West to East) and vertically 

(from states to non-state actors). The erosion of the nation-state, the free movement of 

capital, and the emergence of a nascent international civil society have created new 

international actors and limited the hard power of states. New computer technologies enable 

citizens to collaborate and organise networks that bypass the hierarchical structures of 

traditional media or political parties. The colour revolutions and the Arab Spring suggest that 

a few individuals on the ‘net’ can influence the global agenda, although their achievements in 

establishing solid political foundations may be more limited. New technologies could serve to 

increase accountability, combat corruption, or support democratic demands, but can also be 

used to identify dissidents, polarise the debate, increase harassment, or enable espionage 

and sabotage.  
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1.5 Demography: Long-lived urbanites on the move  

Social progress over the last 20 years has increased life expectancy and significantly 

improved the quality of life on a global scale. The overall decline in fertility, insufficient 

replenishment rate in industrialised countries, rapid urbanisation, and increased migration will 

shape a new demographic reality that will have a profound social and economic impact.   

The ten most populated nations in 2030 and Spain 

 

UN Population Fund 

 

Ageing will affect more than just the West  

The world population will continue to grow over the next two decades, though at a slower 

rate. If the current trend continues, the overall replacement rate will be reached before 2025. 

By adding one billion people over the next 12 years, the global population will reach 9.6 

billion by 2050. The population of the developed countries will be around 1.3 billion by that 

year. In contrast, the population of the 49 least developed countries (mainly in Africa) will 

double, reaching 1.8 billion by 2050.   

By 2030, America will have 50 million more inhabitants than today (reaching 360 million) and 

will continue to be the world’s third most populous country. The EU-28 will grow slightly to 

reach over 520 million, while Japan will shrink by 6 million to 120 million. China will achieve 

its peak population (about 1.4 billion) around 2025, after which the population will stabilise 

and begin to decline. India, with more than 1.5 billion inhabitants, will become the world’s 

most populous country and also the youngest among the 10 largest markets. India’s 

demographic window of opportunity will extend from 2015 to 2050. According to the IMF, the 

demographic dividend could add 2% to the country’s growth rate over the next 20 years. 
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Average age 2010-2030 

 
UN, World Population Prospects 2012  

Population ageing will no longer be an exclusive European or Japanese phenomena: it will 

become reality in many regions. By 2030 average age worldwide will have increased by 5.1 

years to 34 (44 in developed countries). Emerging countries’ populations will stop growing 

(except India and sub-Saharan Africa) and begin a process of consolidation. The average 

age of the Chinese will exceed that of Americans.  

Globally, the population of 60-year-olds will grow at the fastest pace. Within 20 years the 

average age of citizens in countries such as Germany, Italy, or Spain will be around 50, and 

even higher in Japan. In the EU, life expectancy once past 65 will increase by one year every 

eight years, while the percentage of the population over 60 will increase by around 1% 

annually. Young Europeans will not be able to replace the baby boom generation, and this 

will undermine the sustainability of pension systems, force a rethink on the pension design, 

and worsen older people’s quality of life. Fully incorporating women into the labour market 

and integrating immigrants into societies will be crucial for sustaining economic growth in the 

long term. The most advanced EU member states will need immigrants to rejuvenate the 

population. On the other hand, seeing as half of the member states are now net emigrant 

nations, a rebalance of internal migration in the EU is desirable.   
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Percentage of population over 60  

Blue (% Population – Developed countries) 
Orange (%World Population) 
Green (% Population – Less Developed Countries) 

 
UN, World Population Prospects: 2012 Revision 

Health services for the elderly will need to be 

expanded, as their needs cannot easily be met 

by families in the developing world given that 

women are working (among other reasons). 

More resources will be dedicated to age-related 

diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and cancer. By 

the end of the century, life expectancy will be 

around 89 in developed nations and 81 in 

developing nations.  

 

 

 

Accelerating urbanisation 

Since 2007 the global urban population has exceeded the rural population – although rates 

vary depending on the degree of development (above 75% in advanced countries, compared 

with less than 50% in emerging economies). This process will accelerate slightly over the 

next 20 years. By 2030, some 60% of the world population will live in cities, creating vast 

logistic, social, and environmental challenges. About 63% of the urban population increase 

will take place in ten emerging economies and America. India (whose cities today only hold 

31% of the country’s population) and Africa are the regions where urbanisation will increase 

most. UN-HABITAT estimates that Africa’s urban population will exceed its rural population 

within nine years. Finally, another 300 million more Chinese will be living in cities by 2030 

(bringing the total to one billion). More than 200 cities in China will exceed one million 

inhabitants and over 20 will have more than five million inhabitants. By 2025 only two of the 

15 largest cities in the world, Tokyo and New York, will be in today's developed nations.  

Urbanisation will continue lifting 

millions out of poverty, as 

economic activity grows (and per 

capita incomes advance 

substantially) in societies where 

less than half of the population 

currently lives in cities (such as 

India or Africa). Emerging 

markets will continue rapid urbanisation while developing energy, water, and transport 

infrastructure. By 2030, emerging markets will account for between 60% and 70% of global 

Growth of the world’s urban population  
(absolute and relative) 

Year Urban population (mln) Share 

1900 220 13% 

1950 732 29% 

2005 3200 49% 

2030 4900 60% 

Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs of the UN Secretariat 
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infrastructure spending. Africa will spend €68.3 billion annually on infrastructure over the next 

ten years, compared to the current €33 billion, according to estimates by the African 

Development Bank (AFDB). 

Megacities (cities with more than 10 million inhabitants) will continue to grow, but the 

greatest development will be concentrated in peri-urban areas. The number of cities with a 

population of around one million people will greatly increase. Many of the new urbanites will 

be immigrants. Between 2014 and 2030, the south-to-north flow of migrants will remain 

relatively stable, while those moving south-to-south will increase. Migrants currently make up 

3% of the world 

population - about 

220 million in total - 

and are projected to 

reach nearly 300 

million by 2030.    

 

 
More opportunities for women 

Progress on gender equality will continue over the next two decades. In 2013, about 38% of 

married women of reproductive age in less developed countries used modern methods of 

birth control, while some 23% of women did not have access to such methods (according to 

the UN’s Population Division ). Progress in family planning facilitates social change and is 

likely to delay marriage and/or family formation until schooling has been completed. 

Currently about 10% of girls are not educated because of cultural taboos, and the 

development of this trend is uncertain. However, lack of schooling for girls caused by 

extreme poverty will be greatly reduced. It is expected that the years of female schooling in 

the MENA region will increase from five to seven. In most OECD countries, women now 

outnumber men in universities, a phenomenon that is progressively becoming a reality in 

many emerging economies.  

The breakthrough in female enrolment in recent years is providing more job opportunities for 

women. As the working masses of countries grow older, women will be more valued by 

employers. According to the IMF, the benefits of joining the labour market are such that if 

women worked in equal numbers as men,  GDP would grow by 5% in America; 9% in 

Japan,12% in the United Arab Emirates, and up to 34% in Egypt. In OECD countries, the 

gender wage gap (currently 16%) will tend to decrease, and more women will obtain 

managerial positions.  

Growth of the world’s urban population, by regions 
(absolute and relative) 

Year 

Most developed regions Least developed regions 

Urban population 
(mln) 

Share 
Urban population 

(mln) 
Share 

1900 150   70 14% 

2005 900 74% 2300 43% 

2030 1000 81% 3900 56% 

Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the UN 
Secretariat 
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1.6 Sustainability: Increasingly limited and expensive resources   

The increase in world population, consumption patterns of the new middle class, and rapid 

urbanisation will have added to the pressure on resources by 2030. Unless new policies are 

adopted in the next 20 years, the environment will continue to deteriorate and 

overexploitation of resources will cause shortages that can only be solved by disruptive 

technologies, as well as dramatic increases in consumption efficiency and recycling in 

emerging nations. The resource crunch and environmental degradation will have serious 

health effects and will bring geopolitics front and centre in the management of natural 

resources.  

World energy consumption, 1990-2040 (in trillions of Btu) 

 
U.S. Energy Information Administration. International Energy Outlook 2012 

 

Increased competition for resources 

With the emergence of hundreds of millions of new consumers in developing countries, 

primary energy demand will increase by about 40%, food demand by 35%, and water 

demand by around 50%. The increase in energy demand will continue decelerating, from 

about 2.2% per year to 1% in 2030 - 95% of which will come from outside the OECD.  

The dietary preferences and consumption patterns of the new middle classes will intensify 

the competition for resources. Oil states (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, and Kuwait) that lack 

farmland to feed their populations and Asian nations (China, South Korea, India, Japan) with 

large populations and limited farmland will continue their land-grabbing practices with the aim 
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of greater self-sufficiency in mind. Nevertheless, even without a green revolution many 

countries may choose to modify their eating habits, and water-intensive crops (such as rice) 

will tend to increase in price.  

Water is a renewable but finite and irreplaceable resource, whose availability determines the 

possibilities for economic growth. Over the next 20 years the demand for water will increase 

due to several factors – including: a) population growth; b) increased consumption of meat – 

with an inevitably higher water footprint – in developing countries; c) expansion of biofuels 

based on corn; d) rapid urbanisation; and e) climate change. In 2030 almost half of the world 

population could live in areas experiencing water shortages. Attempts by nations to control 

water supply could trigger conflicts and new migration flows. It is expected that the demand 

for fresh water (which will double current demand) will exceed supply by 40%. Unless 

significant advances are made in performance technologies such as desalination, southern 

Europe will be severely affected (especially Spain, where 65% of the population will live in 

water-stressed areas – double the current figure).   

 

Water for development 

Water is key to economic and social development in much of the world, especially in fast 

growing areas such as Africa and Southern and Eastern Asia. Water availability also affects 

other sectors such as energy. For example, China is facing major challenges in shale gas 

extraction because of its scarce water resources. In addition, plants that account for 85% of 

Chinese power generation capacity are in water-stressed areas. To overcome the shortage, 

there will be an increase in investment in technologies boosting efficiency and reuse, and 

distribution networks will improve and encourage responsible consumption. Given that four 

countries (China, India, South Africa and Brazil) will generate 42% of demand by 2030, it 

would be reasonable to focus efforts on those nations.  

 

Consequences of global warming 

By 2030, average temperatures will be between 0.5 and 1.5 degrees higher than today. If no 

decisive action is taken on a global scale, the frequency and severity of extreme weather 

events such as droughts and floods will increase. Rainfall cycles and patterns are likely to 

alter, with rainfall declining particularly in North Africa and the Middle East. Note that 

economic interconnection and heavy dependence on imported foodstuffs have made 

droughts a global rather than a local issue. 
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At the current melting rate of glaciers and ice caps, sea levels will rise between 8 and 23 

centimetres – endangering populations and livelihoods. The planet’s biodiversity will be 

reduced by five points to 65% of its potential. Whole glaciers in the Himalayas, the Hindu 

Kush, and the Andes could disappear or be significantly reduced – leading to an increased 

flow to rivers that supply hundreds of millions of people, as well as severe flooding (in Bolivia, 

China, Ecuador, India, Pakistan and Peru).  

The least developed countries are the most vulnerable to climate change. The World Bank 

estimates that 100 billion dollars annually are needed over the next 40 years to fund 

adaptation to climate change in the least developed countries. These nations will suffer an 

increased incidence of diseases such as malaria, meningitis, and dengue, as well as 

phenomena such as droughts, floods, desertification, crop failures and climate refugee 

migrations.   

Finally, it should be noted that in 2030 it could be possible to sail through the Northeast 

Passage from Europe to Asia for over100 days a year. This transit route (about 45 days of 

easy navigation) could revolutionise commercial maritime traffic. Moreover, with ice cover 

dropping, the doors could be opened to the extraction of more than 20% of the Earth’s 

undiscovered hydrocarbon reserves.  

Energy revolution: unconventional sources and greater efficiency  

The revolution in the exploitation of hydrocarbon unconventional sources (shale gas, coalbed 

methane, tight gas and oil, complex gas and heavy oil) will affect the global economy and 

geopolitics of 2030. Since 2008 America has increased its oil production by 56%, mainly 

thanks to unconventional hydrocarbons. America could become the largest producer of gas 

within a few years, as well as the largest producer of oil by 2020 (2017 according to the 

International Energy Association), and go on to achieve energy self-sufficiency by 2035. The 

accelerated development of deepwater operations (especially the Gulf of Mexico and sub-

salt formations in Brazil), new areas of exploitation in Africa and the Arctic, and possible 

future exploitation of unconventional resources in Canada, Venezuela, or Argentina, as well 

as advances in biofuels, could mean cheaper oil and gas worldwide.  
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Technically recoverable shale gas 

 
Billions of cubic feet 

Import ratio for natural gas 
consumption (2011) 

China 1115 24% 

Argentina 802 16% 

Algeria 707 N/A 

USA 666 14% 

Canada 573 33% 

Mexico 545 27% 

Australia 437 19% 

South Africa 300 72% 

Russia 295 8% 

International Energy Agency/KPMG, 2013 

 

Reducing energy costs will provide a substantial competitive advantage to manufacturing 

companies operating in countries that lead in fracking, especially America, where prices for 

gas have fallen dramatically. The American shale gas revolution has generated more than 

half a million jobs, improved the competitiveness of industry, and even enabled some re-

industrialisation. Shale production will double by 2021, according to the IEA. From 2010 to 

2035 gas prices will be two to three times lower than in Europe, and electricity will cost four 

to five times less. If this trend continues, by 2030 the EU’s dependence on imported oil and 

gas could increase by more than 75% and represent a serious brake on business 

competitiveness, particularly in a period potentially marked by a Transatlantic Free Trade 

Area.  

Energy consumption will grow by 1.7% annually until 2030. Renewable energies will continue 

to enjoy falling generation costs and reach technological maturity. These energies will cover 

4% of needs (7% when including hydro power, which will grow by 40%) and, in OECD 

countries, 17% of electricity demand. The European Commission expects, by 2030, to 

reduce greenhouse gases emissions by 40% when compared to 1990 levels and produce 

27% of energy from renewable sources. The key to sustainability will be energy efficiency. 

According to the BP Energy Outlook to 2035, energy intensity (the amount of energy required 

to generate a unit of GDP) will fall by 36% (1.9% annually) between 2012 and 2035. 
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Total Final Energy Consumption per Unit of GDP 

 

IEA, 2007c; IEA, 2007d; IEA estimates 

 

Environmental awareness in emerging economies 

The growth of the middle class will raise environmental awareness and concern about food 

safety and air and water quality in emerging economies. It is expected that by 2030 

premature deaths caused by tropospheric ozone will have quadrupled. Moreover, more than 

three million people will die prematurely because of breathing in micro particles.  

This risk is already prevalent in our everyday lives: the population regularly exposed to air 

pollution that is two and a half times (on average) higher than the level the WHO considers 

as ‘unsafe’ has mushroomed from 606 million in 2000 to 1.8 billion today. In China, according 

to official statistics, over the past 30 years the number of deaths from lung cancer 

quadrupled – a phenomenon that has generated great concern.  

Emerging economies will gradually reduce the use of coal (which in China accounts for over 

70% of electricity production). Large cities will limit sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide 

emitted by vehicles with stricter controls. Worries will continue to grow with regard to food 

security, especially the concentration of heavy metals in the soil in ‘second world’ nations. In 

general, these nations will abandon environmental dumping in its more extreme variants due 

to pressure from citizens – who are increasingly less likely to accept environmental 

degradation in exchange for economic growth.  
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2. Black swans 

Black swan I: Drastic American retreat 

Greater energy independence will reduce the incentive for Washington to maintain its role as 

guarantor of security in the Asia-Pacific region and Middle East. America could withdraw and 

deal with its domestic institutional and financial problems. The Tea Party and even a section 

of the Democratic Party want to minimise overseas involvement, while the public is 

increasingly unwilling to accept the human and budgetary costs. Polls published by the Pew 

Research Center (2013) show that 83% of Americans believe Obama should focus on 

national politics. A slow reduction in military spending can be expected, and new tools such 

as drones and the improvement of digital monitoring may help cut costs. Meanwhile, America 

may increase its influence by signing new trade agreements. A return to isolationism may 

incite leadership rivalries between major regional powers.  

 

Black swan 2: Chinese collapse 

Beijing faces many problems, including an overvalued property market, high levels of local 

debt, an opaque banking system, an ageing population, rising labour costs, territorial 

disputes, pollution, increasing energy dependence, unsafe food, corruption, and weak 

institutions. Given the lack of reliable official statistics and the uncertainty of a political 

system not subjected to the test of an economic recession, many analysts speculate on a 

collapse of the Chinese economy. A hard landing for its economy would seriously affect 

exporters of raw materials, make it difficult for America to continue financing its debt, and 

threaten global stability. In fact, a negative but more likely scenario would be that the 

Chinese economy falls into the middle income trap – meaning that its per capita income 

remains mired between $5,000 and $12,000 per year, making the nation is unable to 

progress and increase its share of world markets. 

 

Black swan 3: Eurozone breakup   

The breakup of the Eurozone would trigger a widespread suspension of payments that would 

plunge the global financial system into chaos. The euro’s weaker members would have to 

float their currencies and refinancing costs would soar – along with inflation. Meanwhile, the 

currencies of members with an AAA rating would appreciate – making German exports more 

expensive. The impact on the global financial system would be systemic, and would probably 

push the global economy into prolonged recession. Finally, the European Single Market 

would be suspended and the credibility of the EU irreparably undermined. 
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Black swan 4: Massive technological failure 

Given the complexity of the technological environment and the expansion of the Internet of 

Things, a massive technological failure could affect critical infrastructure management 

systems, causing train or plane crashes and explosions in power plants. In many areas, 

information networks have progressed faster than our ability to manage them, which could 

lead to massive problems. For example, an error in an automated high speed trading system 

could cause financial panic. Technological advances and the growing importance of non-

state actors could make states more vulnerable to asymmetric shocks. State and non-state 

actors could open the door to systemic failures through cyber terrorist attacks.  

 

Black swan 5: MENA, 'a failed region' 

During the next 20 years, the population pressure that partially inspired the Arab Spring will 

deflate in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). The future of the region will continue to 

be closely linked to the management of the Sunni-Shiite rivalry and the stability of emerging 

nations’ transitions to democracy. Several nations in the area may become failed states. Iraq, 

Syria, Libya, and Lebanon could be divided into smaller and weaker units that are unable 

control their territory; this may sow seeds of conflict throughout the region. The inability of 

Egypt, Algeria, and Saudi Arabia to open a process of peaceful transition to democracy could 

radicalise the opposition and cause chronic instability. Some of these states may become 

sanctuaries for terrorists with global agendas and so greatly increase the political and military 

significance of jihadism in Europe’s immediate neighbourhood. The position of these 

countries in the region as oil producers or transit countries could lead to a surge in energy 

prices similar to 1973, which would trigger inflation in both developed and emerging nations 

and put an immediate brake on the global economy.  
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